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Parvalbumin as a neurochemical
marker of the primate optic radiation

Gaoyuan Ma,1 Katrina H. Worthy,1 Cirong Liu,2 Marcello G.P. Rosa,1 and Nafiseh Atapour1,3,*

SUMMARY

Parvalbumin (PV) is a calcium-binding protein that labels neuronal cell bodies in
the magno and parvocellular layers of the primate lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN). Here we demonstrate that PV immunohistochemistry can also be used
to trace the optic radiation (OR) of the marmoset monkey (Callithrix jacchus)
from its LGN origin to its destinations in the primary visual cortex (V1), thus
providing a high-resolution method for identification of the OR with single
axon resolution. The emergence of fibers from LGN, their entire course and
even the entry points to V1 were clearly defined in coronal, parasagittal, and hor-
izontal sections of marmoset brain. In all cases, the trajectory revealed by PV
staining paralleled that defined by high-resolution diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI). We found that V1 was the exclusive target for the PV-containing fibers,
with abrupt transitions in staining observed in the white matter at the border
with area V2, and no evidence of PV-labeled axons feeding into other visual areas.
Changes in the pattern of PV staining in the OR were detected following V1 le-
sions, demonstrating that this method can be used to assess the progress of
retrograde degeneration of geniculocortical projections. These results suggest
a technically simple approach to advance our understanding of amajor whitemat-
ter structure, which provides a cellular resolution suitable for the detection of
microstructural variations during development, health and disease. Understand-
ing the relationship between PV staining and DTI in non-human primates may also
offer clues for improving the specificity and sensitivity of OR tractography for
clinical purposes.

INTRODUCTION

The optic radiation (OR) or geniculocalcarine tract is formed by axons that connect neurons in the lateral

geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus to the primary visual cortex (V1). In primates the OR has long

been recognized as a distinctive compartment of the white matter,1,2 and its damage due to stroke or

trauma causes visual deficits in a retinotopic manner.3–7

The LGN, which is the origin of OR fibers, contain three main types of geniculostriate projection (or ‘‘relay’’)

cells, with the magnocellular (M), parvocellular (P), and koniocellular (K) neurons organized in layers. M and

P neurons are known to express calcium-binding protein parvalbumin (PV) while most K neurons, which are

interspersed between the other layers, express the calcium-binding protein calbindin (CB).8–10 Cellular

expression of PV is acknowledged as an indicator of a driver function, rather than a modulatory role (the

latter being ascribed to thalamic neurons expressing CB).11–13 These cellular markers are linked to the dif-

ferential target layers in the V1.While P andMneurons form a large projection ending in layer 4C, K neurons

provide a complementary pathway to the V1 that ends on the layers I-III.14,15 K neurons can also project

directly to extrastriate visual cortex.10,16 In addition to projection neurons there are inhibitory interneurons

in the LGN, of which many express PV.17–19

PV is a cytosolic protein and thus is known to stain the soma, dendrite, and axons of neurons in a variety of

neural structures.20–22 Here, we present evidence that the OR pathway can be visualized with high-resolu-

tion and specificity using a simple immunohistochemical staining for PV. This approach provides a clear

map of the three-dimensional course of the OR with single-cell resolution, in a non-human primate brain.

Based on examination of both healthy and V1-damaged marmoset monkeys, our results indicate that PV
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staining is a suitable approach for the detection of subtle microstructural variations in the primate OR,

including those related to disease states.

RESULTS

In PV-stained sections through the posterior part of the marmoset brain, it is possible to distinguish a

darker staining compartment in the white matter, which is obvious even at low power (Figures 1 and 2).

This compartment is shaped as a folded sheet that surrounds the lateral ventricle. At coronal levels

between the caudal end of the thalamus and the rostral end of V1 (Figure 1), this structure occupies

approximately the middle third of the white matter depth between the cortex and the ventricle. This level

corresponds to the OR identified in the marmoset using DTI2,23; see Figure 1B. Examination of adjacent

Nissl-stained sections shows a lighter stained compartment of the white matter in a corresponding location

(Figure 1C). In comparison, adjacent myelin-stained sections are less informative, as the entire white matter

stains darkly; only at higher magnification the OR becomes partially visible (Figure 1D). In comparison with

the other techniques (Figure S1), the PV stain reveals the OR consistently and with more precision and

greater structural detail (see below). Thus, although the recognition of the OR in Nissl or myelin stain

can be achieved, this is best based on the comparison with PV stain.

Similar relationships with DTI images can be visualized in parasagittal and horizontal sections (Figure 2). To

enable future study, open-access series of PV-stained sections covering the whole extent of a brain in coronal,

sagittal or horizontal planes are provided at Database: https://www.marmosetbrain.org/reference/PV-OR.

Following the OR trajectory in the coronal plane

Figure 3 illustrates a series of coronal sections from rostral to caudal, which shows the changes in the OR

trajectory as it approaches V1. The emergence of the OR from the LGN can be visualized in robust detail,

with a striking contrast against the surrounding white matter (Figure 3A). It crosses the thalamic reticular

nucleus (TRN) in bundles oriented near coronally (Figure 3B), and reaches an intermediate depth between

cortex and the TRN (Figure 3C), at that point it becomes widespread mediolaterally. The OR reaches its

maximum thickness in the coronal plane around AP levels +4.50 to +2.80 mm relative to the interaural

line24 (Figures 3C and 3D) before becoming thinner and more compressed as it progresses more toward

the occipital pole (Figure 3E). At caudal levels the OR surrounds the calcarine sulcus both dorsal and

ventrally, and it becomes clear that branches detach from its main body to reach closer to its termination

sites (Figure 3E). Cross-sectioned bundles of PV-stained axons are visible in the OR throughout its path as

become smaller in size toward the calcarine sulcus (Figure 3). At locations close to V1, the emergence of

A B

C D

Figure 1. Parvalbumin (PV) stain reveals the optic

radiation (OR) with precision

Example images stained for PV (A), Nissl (C) or myelin

(D) alongside the directionally encoded color (DEC)

map of diffusion tensor (DTI) image (B) in which

tractography of the OR is highlighted in the coronal

sections (approximately at interaural �0.50 mm24).

Double-headed arrows in A, C, and D show OR

thickness. In DTI image (B), blue, red, and green

represent inferior-superior (I-S), left-right (L-R), and

anterior-posterior (A-P) white matter fiber direction,

respectively. The color of the overlay represents the

density of streamlines derived from probabilistic

tractography data. Brighter color shows higher density.

Scale bar 5 mm. D: dorsal, V: ventral, M: medial, L:

lateral.
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axons from OR toward V1 can be observed clearly. This pattern of detached fiber bundles was often

observed to end abruptly at the border of V1 with the neighboring secondary visual area (V2)

(Figures 4A and 4B).

Other visual areas, such as middle temporal area (MT, Figure 4C) are also known to receive LGN input,

which however originate in LGN layers where neurons do not stain for PV.10 Correspondingly, there was

no evidence of PV-stained axons detaching from the OR (Figure 4C). These observations indicate that

PV staining is an exclusive marker of the components of the OR that feeds into the V1 originating in PV-

stained neurons in the magnocellular and parvocellular layers of the LGN.

OR delineation in the sagittal and horizontal planes

Figures 5 and 6 illustrates the trajectory of the OR in parasagittal and horizontal sections of the marmoset

brain, respectively. In sections lateral to the calcarine sulcus, the OR occupies a large sector of the central

part of white matter (Figure 5A). At this level, it is possible to observe that bundles of OR axons are inter-

spersed with PV-negative bundles, which are likely to contain axons linking other structures or may include

fibers originating from non-PV expressing neurons of LGN. At a more medial level (Figure 5B) the emer-

gence of the OR from the LGN can be seen, as well as its pathway toward the posterior pole, which encircles

both the calcarine sulcus and the hippocampal formation (Figure 4B). Moremedial sections (Figures 5C and

5D) reveal both the dorsal and ventral branches of the OR in sharp contrast with other subcomponents of

the white matter, as well as detached bundles that approach both the representations of peripheral vision,

in the calcarine sulcus, and central vision, in the exposed surface of the occipital pole.26,27

In the horizontal plane, emergence of the OR from the LGN and its path encircling the hippocampal for-

mation are well visible in ventral sections (Figures 6A and 6B). Slightly more dorsally, the OR is seen to

be connected to a larger portion of LGN, and thus becomeswider as crosses the TRN in bundles (Figure 6B).

Similar to observations in the coronal plane, bundles of OR axons are interspersed with PV-negative bun-

dles, which are likely to include fibers originating from non-PV expressing neurons of LGN or other visual

A B

Figure 2. Parvalbumin (PV)-stained area corresponds well with optic radiation (OR) in the corresponding

diffusion tensor (DTI) images at sagittal and horizontal planes

The tractography of OR is highlighted in the DTI images. Sagittal plane (A, approximately at +7.00 mm lateral to the

midline25). Horizontal plane (B, approximately at horizontal �2.36 mm25). Double-headed arrows show OR thickness

along its route. Dashed lines identify primary visual cortex (V1) border in A. In DTI images, blue, red, and green represent

inferior-superior (I-S), left-right (L-R), and anterior-posterior (A-P) white matter fiber direction, respectively. The color of

the overlay represents the density of streamlines derived from probabilistic tractography data. Brighter color shows

higher density. Scale bar 5 mm. D: dorsal, V: ventral, M: medial, L: lateral, P: posterior & A: anterior. LGN: lateral

geniculate nucleus, HF; hippocampal formation.
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thalamic nuclei. Further dorsally (Figure 6C), a long cross-section of the OR can be seen, forming an unin-

terrupted pathway toward V1 and encircling the calcarine sulcus. In a dorsal section, which just grazes

through the upper bank of the calcarine sulcus (Figure 5D), the OR occupies almost half of the anterior-pos-

terior dimension toward the occipital pole.

Comparison of axonal staining in the different planes show stained axons cut at different angles (Figures 3,

5 and 6). Themajority of axonal cross sections in coronal plane appear as nearly circular profiles, while in the

horizontal plane onemostly observes short-length axon fragments running in the direction of theOR. Given

the 40 mm thickness, the maximum length of an individual axon captured in a section is approximately

100 mm (Figures 5 and 6).

Evidence of OR degeneration after V1 lesions

Destruction of a portion of V1 leads to retrograde degeneration of neurons in a retinotopically appropriate

sector of the LGN, which occurs over a period of months28–30 and affects primarily projection neu-

rons.17,30,31 Given this, we investigated the extent to which degenerated sectors of the OR would become

evident in the pattern of PV staining 23 months after unilateral lesions, a survival time at which the extent of

retrograde degeneration has reached a plateau in the marmoset.30

We found that PV staining revealed degenerated sectors of OR. This is evident in Figure 7A by comparing

the thickness of the PV-stained sheet in the left (ipsilateral to lesion) and right hemispheres. The degener-

ated part, characterized by reduced thickness, was restricted to a sector of the OR located lateral to the

fundus of the calcarine sulcus (labeled D). In the Nissl stain (Figure 7B) this same sector shows evidence

of increased glial scarring, paralleling the increased glial staining in the degenerated sector of the

LGN.10 Close examination shows a near-absence of PV-stained axonal cross sections (Figures 7C–7E).

Near the emergence of the OR in the caudal part of the LGN there is an evident gap in white matter PV

staining (Figures 7F and 7H between arrows), which again corresponds to a region of glial scarring

(Figures 7G and 7I). These results indicate that the marmoset OR is retinotopically organized, with the

A B C D E

E1D1C1B1A1

Figure 3. Reliable identification of optic radiation (OR) by parvalbumin (PV) staining throughout its path in the coronal plane

Top: Representative sections at five points along the OR pathway, approximately at interaural +5.00, +4.50, +3.30, +1.80, and�2.50 mm (A–E respectively).24

Black arrow point to the thalamic reticular nucleus. LGN: lateral geniculate nucleus, HF; hippocampal formation. Scale bar 5 mm. D: dorsal, V: ventral, M:

medial & L: lateral. Middle (A1-E1): Magnified black rectangles in A-E. Bottom: magnified black rectangles in A1-E1 indicating PV-stained cross sections of

axons through their paths in different directions (scale bar 100 mm).
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axons targeting the representation of central vision in V1 running laterally, and demonstrate the feasibility

of detecting and quantifying pathological changes restricted to specific sectors of this tract. To further

demonstrate the consistent diminished staining along the OR pathway, PV-stained consecutive sections

in two-lesioned cases have been shared as open-access datasets (Database: https://www.

marmosetbrain.org/reference/PV-OR)

PV-containing fibers other than OR

In sections rostral to the LGN, we observed some PV-stained fibers with trajectories that did not match the

DTI-based OR delineations (Figures 3, 5 and 6). It is likely that these represent the axons of PV-expressing

projection neurons in other ‘‘driver’’ thalamic nuclei.20,32–34 Although such axons were also labeled with the

present method, their presence did not interfere with the OR delineation. One of these PV-stained fiber

bundles was observed in horizontal sections underneath the lateral sulcus and superior temporal gyrus

(Figure 6, asterisk in C1), most probably representing PV-containing projection fibers of medial geniculate

nucleus reaching to the auditory cortex.32 The second obvious PV-stained fibers were those present near

the somatosensory cortex, presumably originating form somatosensory thalamus.20,33,34 These fibers can

be easily separated from OR based on density of axonal cross sections (Figure 6, dashed line in D).

DISCUSSION

Here we demonstrate a neurochemical identification of a major white matter pathway. We found

that immunohistochemical staining for PV labels the axons that collectively form the OR, providing a

A

B

C

Figure 4. Exclusive entry of optic radiation (OR) fibers into the primary visual cortex (V1)

Top: Representative sections approximately at interaural �4.00 mm (left) and �0.50 mm (middle and right).24 The heavy

myelin stain identifies middle temporal area (MT) located between the two red arrows. Scale bar 5 mm. D: dorsal, V:

ventral, M: medial & L: lateral. A-B: The entry of PV-stained axons emerging fromOR is shown in highmagnification for the

two limits of V1. Absence of such fibers is visible in the white matter near the secondary visual area (V2, A,& B) and middle

temporal area (MT, C) marked by asterisks. Scale bar 100 mm (A–C).
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high-resolution method for identification of this tract with single axon resolution. We demonstrate the use-

fulness of this method in neuropathological analysis by providing an example of a condition in which

sector-specific retrograde degeneration of the OR after V1 lesion in marmoset monkeys30 can be detected

by the changes in PV staining.

PV is expressed in the M and P neurons of the LGN,8–10,35 whose axons form the vast majority, if not the

entirety of the OR. We show that long-range axons of these neurons strongly express PV, providing a

high-resolution and accurate delineation of this tract. The staining exquisitely shows OR-emerging axons

that feed into V1, and stop abruptly at the V1-V2 border. This observation is in line with evidence that LGN

innervation of extrastriate areas originates in the koniocellular layers, where neurons do not express

PV.10,14,16,35

Previous immunocytochemical studies have shown that PV is contained in the axons of many of thalamic

cells as they enter the monkey cerebral cortex.8 Presence of PV-labeled fiber bundles in the OR underlying

area 17 of human cortex has also been documented.36 A differential distribution of PV in neuronal compart-

ments could be behind the strong axonal staining for PV, as it has been shown that the axons of cerebellar

Purkinje and basket neurons have much higher levels of PV immunoreactivity (10–20 times higher) than the

soma and dendrites.22

Significant interest in comprehensive mapping of OR lies in its clinical relevance.7,37,38 Yet, it has been pro-

posed that this is a difficult pathway to image using tractography-basedmethods.39 High-resolution ex vivo

DTI offers information about the main orientation of fiber bundles, which can be used for visualizing and

digitally dissecting the occipital white matter of marmosets, including the OR. However, despite the suc-

cessful reconstruction of the principal bundle of the OR, the limitations of DTI in resolving fiber crossings

A

B

C

D

A1

B1

D1

C1

Figure 5. Extent of optic radiation (OR) throughout its path in sagittal sections

Left: Representative sections at four points along the latero-medial direction approximately at +9.00, +7.10, +5.00,

and +4.00 mm lateral to the midline.25 Dashed lines identify primary visual cortex (V1) border in C. Scale bar 5 mm. D:

dorsal, V: ventral, P: posterior & A: anterior. Center (A1–D1): Magnified black rectangles in A–D. Right: magnified black

rectangles in A1–D1 indicating PV-stained cross sections of axons through their paths in different directions (scale bar

100 mm). Red arrows point to example single axons that run in the direction of the OR. LGN: lateral geniculate nucleus,

OPT; optic tract, HF; hippocampal formation, MGN: medial geniculate nucleus, TRN; thalamic reticular nucleus.
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and terminations havemade it difficult to precisely ascertain its full extent. Additionally, the presence of the

vertical occipital fasciculus traversing the course of the OR2 further complicates the full identification of the

OR through diffusion tractography. The neurochemical approach suggested here has clear advantages in

revealing the full extent of the OR, including its fiber terminations, and may help resolve discrepancies in

OR delineations provided by DTI.40 Machine learning techniques could potentially be used to apply infor-

mation from the PV-stained sections to DTI images, thereby improving the capacity of DTI to delineate the

OR. This principle has the potential to be applied to other species, including humans.

Furthermore, PV-based neurochemical identification of OR combined with other methods could facilitate

understanding fine anatomy of this structure. For example, we found that bundles of PV-immunopositive

OR axons can be seen interspersed with other axons in the same sectors of whitematter (Figure 5), suggest-

ing that the OR shares parts of its trajectory with other neural pathways. Combining PV immunohistochem-

istry with tracer injections can result in clarification of such relationships, as well as further insights on the

fine retinotopic organization. Application of PV immunohistochemistry to a cleared brain, using techniques

such as CLARITY,41 could be used to generate a finer-scale 3D map of this structure. Recently, Nissl-based

structure tensor analysis has been used to compare fine-grained features of axonal architecture.42 Similar

quantitative methods are applicable to the PV-stained axons of OR.

Postmortem analysis using PV has the potential to demonstrate themicrostructural abnormalities in various

white matter diseases, such as multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer disease, leukoencephalopathies, and Waller-

ian degeneration.43–45 PV immunostaining may highlight subtle anomalies in the organization of OR,

Figure 6. Extent of optic radiation (OR) throughout its path in the horizontal sections

Left: Representative sections at four points (A–D) along the dorsoventral direction approximately at

horizontal +7.00, +8.00, +9.30, +13.50 mm, respectively.25 Dashed line in D separates OR from the other PV-stained fibers.

Right: Magnified areas marked by asterisk in A or inside black rectangles in C and D are shown as A1, C1, and D1,

respectively. A1: Stained axons run in the direction of the OR. Red arrows point to the longest axons present. C1: Asterisk

refers to PV-stained fibers near auditory cortex. D1: For two locations (1 & 2; scale bar 50 mm), PV-stained axonal cross

sections are shown. Double-headed arrows point to OR in A-D and C1. M: medial, L: lateral, P: posterior, A: anterior, LGN;

lateral geniculate nucleus. MGN: medial geniculate nucleus, VPN: ventral posterior nucleus. Scale bar 5 mm in A-D, 1 mm

in C1 and D1, 100 mm in A1.
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otherwise not visible purely using anatomical imaging. Furthermore, the single cell axonal resolution pro-

vides new quantitative avenues to study plasticity of the white matter in disease conditions that affect pri-

marily central or peripheral vision, such as age-related macular degeneration and glaucoma, which have

effects on the central nervous system,46–48 as well as age- and cognition-related changes.49

Staining of axons of additional PV-containing projection neurons originating in other thalamic

nuclei,11,20,32,33 did not impact on the delineation of the OR, as the trajectory of this fiber tract bears a

strong compartmentalization in the primate brain. However, our finding suggests that other PV-containing

Figure 7. Parvalbumin (PV) staining identifies the degenerated parts of optic radiation (OR) following primary

visual cortex (V1) lesion

The degenerated zone in the affected hemisphere (between the two arrows) is shown in the representative sections from

two subjects (WA17 and WA18) taken approximately at interaural �0.70 mm (A) and +3.80 mm (F), respectively.24 Three

points along the dorsoventral axis of OR (C–E, 1003 100 mm2 each) is shown in higher magnification forWA17. Absence of

axonal cross section is clear in D. The degenerated zone is visible in the corresponding Nissl-stained sections (B, G) as a

densely stained area. The area between arrows in F and G is shown at higher magnification in H and I, respectively. Scale

bar 5 mm. D: dorsal, V: ventral, M: medial & L: lateral.
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thalamocortical pathways can also be analyzed in detail using this method, for example following cochlear

damage, skin denervation, or amputation.50,51 PV staining also labels some axonal cross sections in the op-

tic nerve, consistent with expression of PV in some populations of ganglion cells.52,53 Combining PV stain-

ing with other anatomical methods can provide in-depth insights into projection paths in the central ner-

vous system.

In conclusion, the PV-based neurochemical approach to the delineation of OR provides a simple solution to

postmortem analysis of this major pathway and extends the potential to the detection of subtle changes in

disease states. Comparison of immunohistological delineation of the OR with in vivo delineation using neu-

roimaging may also offer a promising avenue for refinement of tractography, which has significance in the

clinical practice of neuro-ophthalmology.

Limitations of the study

This study is reporting the visualization of OR in one species (Callithrix jacchus) and future studies is

required to test this methodology in other primates including human.
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Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Nafiseh Atapour (nafiseh.atapour@monash.edu).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique materials.

Data and code availability

� Immunohistochemistry data have been deposited at Database: https://www.marmosetbrain.org/

reference/PV-OR and are publicly available as of the date of publication. This data includes images

of PV-stained sections of marmoset brain in the coronal, sagittal or horizontal planes.

� No code has been generated in this study.

� Any additional information is available from the lead contact upon request.
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Antibodies

Mouse monoclonal (IgG1) anti-parvalbumin Swant Inc, Swiss Code No: 235

RRID: AB_10000343

Biological samples

Healthy adult marmoset brain Monash Animal Research platform (MARP) https://research.monash.edu/en/equipments/

animal-research-platform-marp

Marmoset brain with induced lesions
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Monash Animal Research platform (MARP) https://research.monash.edu/en/equipments/

animal-research-platform-marp

Critical commercial assays

Biotinylated horse anti-mouse IgG secondary

antibody

Vector Laboratories PK-6102

RRID: AB_2336821

DAB substrate Vector Laboratories SK-4100

RRID: AB_2336382

Deposited data

Parvalbumin immunostaining images across

the whole brain

This paper Database: https://www.marmosetbrain.

org/reference/PV-OR

The ultra-high-resolution 80-mm isotropic

diffusion MRI

Liu et al.23 https://marmosetbrainmapping.org/

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Callithrix jacchus Monash Animal Research platform (MARP) https://research.monash.edu/en/equipments/

animal-research-platform-marp

Software and algorithms

Aperio ImageScope Leica Biosystems https://www.leicabiosystems.com/en-au/digital-

pathology/manage/aperio-imagescope/

MRtrix3 Tournier et al.54 https://www.mrtrix.org/
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

The experiments were conducted in accordance with the Australian Code of Practice for the Care and Use

of Animals for Scientific Purposes. All procedures were approved by the Monash University Animal Ethics

Experimentation Committee, which also monitored the health and well-being of the animals throughout

the experiments. The animals had no veterinary record of serious or chronic health conditions. Materials

obtained from five healthy adult marmosets (C. jacchus, aged between 32 and 65 months, including four

females and onemale) and twomarmosets (a male and a female) with induced V1 lesions during adulthood.

The non-lesioned animals were also used for acute electrophysiological recording experiments not related

to the present study. In these cases, the data presented here were obtained from intact hemispheres (i.e.,

not subject to electrode penetrations). The lesioned animals (WA17 & WA18, aged 56 and 48 months

respectively) were both part of previous studies,10 having survived 23 months after unilateral V1 lesions.

The lesion procedures were detailed in these earlier papers. Briefly, under isoflurane anesthesia, an exci-

sion was made of all cortical tissue caudal to a plane extending from the dorsal surface of the occipital lobe

to the cerebellar tentorium, across the entire mediolateral extent of the left hemisphere.55 This type of

lesion removes the central visual field representation as well as of the peripheral representation up to a

minimum of 40� eccentricity along the horizontal meridian26 corresponding to a minimum of 70% of V1

in one side of the brain. Examples of V1 lesions induced by this method are provided in.17

METHOD DETAILS

Tissue processing and immunohistochemistry

At the conclusion of experiments the marmosets were overdosed with pentobarbitone sodium (100 mg/kg)

and perfused (either transcardially or through the carotid) with 0.1 M heparinized phosphate buffer (PB; pH

7.2), followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M PB. The brains were dissected and post-fixed in the

same medium for 24 h, followed by immersion in buffered 4% PFA solutions containing increasing concen-

trations of sucrose (10%, 20% and 30%). Frozen 40 mm sections in different planes (coronal, parasagittal and

horizontal) were obtained using a cryostat, resulting in 5 series. Consecutive sections were stained for Nissl

substance using cresyl violet, for myelin (using a variation of the Gallyas56 stain),57 and according to

different immunostaining procedures (including PV staining)].

For PV staining, the sections were incubated in blocking solution (10% normal horse serum and 0.3% Triton

X-100 in 0.1 M PB) for 1 h at room temperature before undergoing primary antibody (PV, 1:8000, Swant

Swiss, Code 235, RRID: AB_10000343) incubation at 4�C for 42–46 h. A biotinylated horse anti-mouse

IgG secondary antibody (1:200, PK-6102, Vectastain elite ABC HRP kit, Vector Laboratories, RRID:

AB_2336821) incubation was then conducted for 30 min - followed by treatment with Avidin-Biotin Com-

plex (ABC) reagent (PK-6102). DAB substrate working solution (DAB kit SK-4100, RRID: AB_2336382) was

then applied.

We confirmed that the absence of primary antibody resulted in no staining (Figure S2). Stained sections

were scanned using Aperio Scanscope AT Turbo (Leica Biosystems) at 320 magnification providing a res-

olution of 0.50 mm/pixel.

Probabilistic tractography

The ultra-high-resolution 80-mm isotropic diffusion MRI data of the Marmoset Brain Mapping Project

(marmosetbrainmapping.org) were employed to generate the directionally encoded-color (DEC) map

and conduct probabilistic tractography. A comprehensive description of the data is available in our prior

publication.23 The diffusion MRI data were first subjected to denoising via the dwidenoise function imple-

mented in MRtrix3,58 followed by correction for eddy currents through the application of the eddy_correct

function in FSL.59 The preprocessed data were then fit with the diffusion tensor model using the DTIFIT

function in FSL and the multi-shell multi-tissue constrained spherical deconvolution implemented in

MRtrix3. These fittings produced fractional anisotropy (FA) maps and FA-weighted DEC maps, as well as

fiber orientation distribution (FOD)-weighted images. The DEC map was obtained by multiplying the prin-

cipal eigenvector (V1) of the diffusion tensor with the FA map generated by DTIFIT. Based on the delinea-

tion of Marmoset Brain Mapping Atlas Version 2, the LGN and the V1 label images were extracted and used

as the seed and the target images for the tractography. The iFOD2 (Second-order Integration over Fiber

Orientation Distributions) method implemented in the ‘‘tckgen’’ command of the software Mrtrix354 was

performed to generate tracking maps. One million streamlines were selected using the following
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parameters: seed_cutoff = 0.1, cutoff = 0.1, maxlength = 25, while the other parameters were kept as

default. The tracking results were converted into a density map using ‘‘tckmap’’ commands, which repre-

sented the probabilistic map of the OR.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Description

Each folder contains a series of images from marmoset brain sections stained for PV using immunohisto-

chemistry. OR course is visible in the stained sections. Where scanning is purposed for the OR, axonal cross

sections are well visible. CJ195, CJ219 and CJ229 represent healthy animals while WA17 and WA18 repre-

sent animals with induced lesions of V1.

Coronal plane

Hemisphere/s are cut into caudal (C) and rostral (R) blocks for sectioning, thus sections names containing C

and R represent caudal and rostral sections respectively. C1 or R1 represents the most caudal or rostral sec-

tion respectively. Sections shown in Figures 3A–3E) of the manuscript are R19, R20, C19, C17, C11,

respectively.

Horizontal plane

Hemisphere is cut into dorsal (D) and ventral (V) blocks for sectioning, thus sections names containing D

and V represent dorsal and ventral sections respectively. D1 or V1 represents the most dorsal and ventral

sections, respectively. Sections shown in Figures 6A–6D of the manuscript are V19, V23, V29 and D11,

respectively.

Sagittal plane

Hemisphere is cut in the sagittal plane in one block and section S1 represents the most lateral section. Sec-

tions shown in Figures 5A–5D of the manuscript are 3, 6, 14 and 19, respectively.

Images are provided in two formats of SVS or JEPG2000 for convenience.

ImageScope viewer of SVS files is available at https://www.leicabiosystems.com/en-au/digital-pathology/

manage/aperio-imagescope/

URL:Database: https://www.marmosetbrain.org/reference/PV-OR.

Supplemental item titles

� Measurement of area corresponding to the optic radiation across parvalbumin, Nissl and myelin

staining in the coronal plane (Figure S1).

� Absence of anti-parvalbumin primary antibody fails to stain optic radiation (Figure S2).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Area corresponding to the OR was measured across PV, Nissl and myelin staining in the coronal plane for

one section (Figure S1). No statistical analysis is performed in this study.
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